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Even a Category 1 hurricane or low-level tropical storm 
can wreak billions of dollars of destruction on cities and 
states many might have previously assumed to be safe 
from the strong winds and floods of hurricane events. 
Millions of homes are in fact at risk, from Maine to the 
southernmost tip of Florida, facing hundreds of billions 
of dollars in residential property damage.
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Executive Summary 

2012 Storm Surge Report
Hurricane Irene brought the Eastern Seaboard of the U.S. to a 
standstill in the summer of 2011, causing billions of dollars in 
destruction and ultimately causing emergency response teams, 
local governments and homeowners along the northern Atlantic 
Coast to re-evaluate disaster preparedness policies and procedures.1 
The first major hurricane of the 2011 season, Irene struck the 
Outer Banks of North Carolina as a Category 1 storm on August 
27, becoming the first hurricane to make landfall in the U.S. since 
Hurricane Ike in 2008. Though the storm changed course, 
moving back over the Atlantic and weakening to a tropical storm 
before striking land again in southeastern New Jersey and then in 
Brooklyn, New York, residents and local officials from as far south 
as Florida and as far north as Maine braced for the worst. Hundreds 
of thousands of people evacuated the path of the storm and it 
was widely reported that several million homes and businesses 
lost power. Irene eventually dissipated over the Vermont/New 
Hampshire border, but not before causing more than $15 billion 
in property damage across 13 states and Washington D.C., and 
becoming the seventh costliest hurricane in U.S. history.2 

News headlines tend to focus on intense hurricane winds and 
rainfall amounts when a storm like Hurricane Irene makes its 
way toward a major U.S. city. The damage caused by storm-surge 
inundation, however, is not as well publicized, even though it 
too can cause significant damage to homes and businesses as a 
result of both intense flooding from surge waters and residual 
standing water pushed overland by the storm. Hurricane Irene 
is an example of a large storm of relatively low intensity that 
moved along the coast generating a significant storm surge as it 
progressed north. The high winds and low pressure created by a 
hurricane like Irene cause water to amass inside and in front of the 
storm. The water gains energy as the hurricane moves toward the 
coast, ultimately releasing a powerful surge of water over land when 
the storm moves onshore. Storm surge can cause extensive property 
damage as seawater is pushed inland, breaking through structures 
and carrying with it dangerous debris. In the case of Irene, surge 
levels varied from 6-8 feet in North Carolina to 4-6 feet at various 
points between Virginia and Massachusetts, and along with inland 
flooding, contributed to more than $7 billion in losses.3 

Some of the most damaging natural disaster events that have 
struck coastal areas in eastern and southern parts of the country 
were the result of hurricane winds and rainfall damage amplified 
by storm-surge flooding. Between 1980 and 2011, there were 134 
weather-and climate-related disasters nationwide that each caused 
more than $1 billion in property damage, with hurricanes alone 
accounting for nearly $418 billion in total destruction over that 
30-year span. In addition, six of the 10 costliest natural disasters 
since 1980 were hurricanes, all of them with property losses 
resulting from coastal storm surge.4 

Irene and other recent events, such as the Japanese tsunamis 
in March of 2011 and Hurricane Katrina in September of 2005, 
raised public awareness about the destructive impact of ocean 
water driven by climatic and seismic events. For the U.S., with its 
heightened exposure to tropical storms along the Atlantic and Gulf 
Coasts, hurricane-driven storm-surge inundation is one of the 
most disastrous natural flooding events that can occur. For that 
reason, understanding the additional layer of risk posed by coastal 
storm surge is critical for homeowners, emergency responders, 
insurance companies and others who must prepare for and rebuild 
homes and lives following a disaster. 

Storm-surge data can be highly useful for insurance providers 
and financial services companies. It enhances the understanding 
of potential exposure to water damage for homes that do not 
fall within designated Federal Emergency Management Agency 
(FEMA) flood zones. Homeowners who live outside of FEMA flood 
zones, especially in the Northeast, would have little reason to 
carry flood insurance, as they may not be aware of the risk storm 
surge poses to their property. For that reason, fully understanding 
the number and value of homes at risk of sustaining storm-surge 
damage allows insurance providers to improve underwriting 
policies and procedures. Based on anecdotal evidence, storm-
surge risk data is also increasingly being adapted for additional 
commercial and governmental uses. For example, some utility and 
telecommunications companies, local retailers and other private 
sector businesses are incorporating the data into their enterprise 
risk management solutions. Also, the public sector has reportedly 
begun using this data for logistical planning, critical infrastructure 
location decisions and public safety applications.

The 2012 CoreLogic Storm Surge Report examines single-family 
residential structures (homes) exposed to potential hurricane-
driven storm-surge damage along the Gulf and Atlantic coasts in 
the U.S. An annual CoreLogic analysis, the 2012 report provides 
an in-depth look at the total number and estimated value of 
properties potentially at risk. In addition to the 10 metropolitan 
areas analyzed in the 2011 report, this year’s report contains a new 
overview of risk for the entire U.S., as well as an analysis by region 
and at the state level. Also new to the report, two separate top 
ten lists provide an overview of major metro areas ranked by total 
properties at risk and the total value of those properties based on 
CoreLogic Data and Analytics Property Improvement Value.

1 NoAA: http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/billions/ Billion Dollar Weather Climate Disasters, 2011.

2 NoAA National hurricane Center, the Deadliest Atlantic tropical Cyclones: 1492-Present.

3 NoAA National hurricane Center, tropical Cyclone Report, hurricane Irene, 2011.

4 NoAA: http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/billions/ Billion Dollar Weather Climate Disasters, 2011.
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Report Methodology
This report examines the potential exposure of single residential structures (homes) to storm 
surge within several predefined geographic areas in the U.S., providing a snapshot of property 
risk at the national level, throughout key coastal regions, for individual states and among major 
coastal metro areas. The figures used as “values” in the charts throughout this paper reflect 
current structure value based on CoreLogic Data and Analytics Property Improved Value and 
do not consider replacement costs, contents, auto, life or business interruption. While wind 
would certainly contribute significantly to the loss incurred in the event of a hurricane, the 
properties identified in this report are only those that our analysis has determined would be 
“wet” in a storm-surge event. Also, though each storm is unique, the CoreLogic storm-surge 
analysis featured in this study assumes the worst-case scenario for each category of hurricane 
according to the Saffir-Simpson scale of strength, and does not represent the impact one 
storm will have on the region, but rather the total number of properties and value exposed 
to storm-surge risk in the event of hurricane. A worst-case scenario includes:

 ► Maximum wind speed for each category at time of landfall;

 ► Right-front quadrant and on-shore facing winds of the storm at landfall;

 ► The storm striking perpendicular to the coast; and

 ► Peak high tide at time of hurricane landfall.

The 2012 CoreLogic Storm Surge Report was created using the company’s extensive database 
of parcels to identify the properties that fall within the perimeter of each category of the 
storm-surge inundation polygon. The risk polygons result from modeling potential surge 
for simulated hurricane events. A risk polygon is constructed for each hurricane category 
and defines the land area susceptible to the surge expected for each category storm. The 
risk polygons are then combined with the property parcel boundaries. A parcel is the 
individual property associated with an address and is the most granular way to identify 
properties exposed to natural hazards. To date, CoreLogic has collected or converted (from 
a boundary on a paper map to a digital outline) data on more than 131.2 million properties 
in the U.S., representing more than 80 percent of the total properties in the country. 

To determine residential exposure value, the proprietary CoreLogic storm-surge model 
was paired with the company’s parcel-level database of residential structure valuations. 
CoreLogic identified every property contained within each category of the storm-surge 
polygon and matched the structure valuation for each residence identified. Valuations 
for individual geographic areas were then totaled by hurricane category. The final results 
depict the total number of residential properties exposed to each potential storm-surge 
event, as well as the total current value of those properties.

17-ft. Storm tide

2-ft. Normal tide
15-ft. Surge

Mean Sea Level
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Understanding Storm Surge
Storm surge is a complex phenomenon that occurs when water is pushed toward the shore 
through the force of powerful winds associated with cyclonic storms, and is further influenced 
by many different factors, including water depth (bathymetry) and ocean floor terrain 
(underwater topography). High winds and low pressure created by the storm cause water to 
accumulate at its center. As it moves across the ocean, the strong winds inside the hurricane 
act as a plow, causing water to pile up along the front of the storm, with the highest water 
levels accumulating along the right-front quadrant as the hurricane spins counterclockwise. 

Over deep water far from land, the water bulge, or rise in sea level, is usually minimal 
because the energy generating the surge is able to dissipate downward or off to the side of 
the storm. But as the storm moves closer to shore and the water depth becomes shallower, 
the height of the water column gathered inside the storm increases because the water 
cannot dissipate. As a precursor to the hurricane, the storm surge can begin rising a day 
before the storm hits and affect areas that are not in the direct path of the hurricane. This 
is particularly true along the Gulf of Mexico shore, where the coast can experience storm 
surge tangential to the hurricane track. 

Due to the counter-clockwise rotation and track of hurricanes that impact the U.S., in 
many cases, the right side or right-front quadrant of the storm will drive the highest surge 
levels when a storm strikes the coast and the on-shore winds come into contact with the 
land. The prevailing on-shore direction of the wind on the right side of the storm serves to 
exacerbate the surge levels. When the hurricane moves on-shore, and particularly if landfall 
is at high tide, large volumes of water are amassed along the coastline and are pushed 
overland to flood large areas of land. Wave action, on top of the surge, can then further 
augment the flooding. Storm surge can push inland via rivers, creeks and canals and can 
cause extensive damage over large areas far from the coast. Standing water can cause 
additional damage to low-lying coastlines that are protected by levees and other barriers 
when salt water that was pushed by the power of the surge is trapped inland and cannot 
flow back into the sea.

Storm surge typically moves at 10-15 mph, keeping pace with the forward speed of the 
hurricane. The hydraulic impact created by these waves tends to be incredibly destructive 
because one cubic yard of sea water weighs approximately 1,728 pounds—almost a ton. 
Compounding the destructive power of the rushing water is the large amount of floating 
debris that typically accompanies a surge. Trees, autos, boats, pieces of buildings and other 
debris can be carried by the storm surge and act as battering rams that can damage or even 
collapse buildings in the waves’ path.
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Understanding the Impact
The intensity and impact of storm-surge flooding on a coastal area can be affected by 
several key environmental factors, including off-shore characteristics, such as wind speed, 
atmospheric pressure, forward speed, tide and the angle of the coast, as well as on-shore 
characteristics like levees, barriers, bays, rivers and canals. Certain distinctive attributes, 
namely bathymetry, land elevation and rainfall, can heavily influence the amount and scope 
of damage caused by surge waters as they move onshore.

Bathymetry: Storm surge tends to be most pervasive in coastal areas that possess a 
relatively shallow off-shore bathymetry, low-lying coastlines or river estuaries, since surge 
and wave heights on shore are affected by the configuration and bathymetry of the ocean 
bottom. A coastal zone with a narrow underwater shelf, or one that has a steep increase 
in water depth and subsequently produces deep water in close proximity to the shoreline, 
tends to produce a lower surge, but can develop higher and more powerful waves. This 
situation is best exemplified by the southeast coast of Florida. Conversely, coastlines along 
the Gulf of Mexico, from Texas to Florida, have long, gently sloping shelves and shallow 
water depths. These areas are subject to higher storm surges, but tend towards relatively 
smaller waves. These differences are caused primarily by the near-shore depth of the water. 
In a deep water environment, a surge can be dispersed down and away from the driving 
force of the hurricane. However, upon entering a shallow, gently sloping shelf, the surge is 
instead driven ashore by the wind stresses of the hurricane. 

Land Elevation: Topography of the land surface is a critically important element in 
determining the extent of storm surge flooding. Areas where the land elevation is less than 
a few meters above sea level are at particular risk from storm-surge inundation. The less 
relief to the terrain, the more likely the storm surge will continue overland. 

Rainfall: A less obvious factor, rainfall, in a coastal region can directly affect the area’s 
vulnerability to storm surge, particularly relating to estuaries. Once it has made landfall, 
a hurricane may cause considerable rainfall within a 24-hour period over large areas and 
higher rainfall densities in localized areas. As a result, runoff within watersheds can quickly 
fill the rivers that drain them. This can increase the water level near the head of tidal 
estuaries as storm-driven waters surging in from the ocean meet rainfall flowing outward 
from the estuary. In the case of Hurricane Irene, the storm made landfall in New York as 
a tropical depression then continued inland to Vermont and parts of New Hampshire 
dumping torrential rain that caused epic flooding. The flooding that resulted from the four 
to seven inches of rain across this area was responsible for destroying or damaging more 
than 800 homes in southern Vermont and rendering uninhabitable three towns in the 
Catskill Mountains of New York.5 

Residential Density: Many of the nation’s most densely populated areas are located along 
the coast. In fact, 23 of the most populous 25 U.S. counties are ocean-facing. Coastal 
counties average 300 persons per square mile, which is much higher than the national 
average of 98 persons per square mile. Since 1980, population density increased in coastal 
counties by 65 persons per square mile or 28 percent.6 Increased population density 
naturally leads to a higher concentration of residential structures located within a surge 
risk zone, and therefore a much greater economic impact as the result of storm damage, 
including hurricane-driven storm-surge flooding.

5 NoAA: National hurricane Center, tropical Cyclone Report, hurricane Irene, 2011.

6 NoAA: National ocean Service, Population trends Along the Coastal United States: 1980-2008.
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Loss Processes Considered
Storm surge can cause massive damage to structures in several ways that can result in total 
loss. While every storm is unique, our analysis considers the loss processes that would likely 
be involved in a storm-surge event. These can be catastrophic and include:

Water Depth: Water can cause many different types of damage. Absorptive materials, such 
as drywall or wood, will swell and burst or warp when saturated. Electrical systems should 
be expected to short circuit when exposed to water. Depending on the intensity of the 
surge, empty fuel oil and gas tanks can become destabilized and their supply lines can 
spring leaks. Metals can quickly corrode in salt water. Higher water levels are correlated 
with increased rates of saturation and, it stands to reason, would result in greater damage. 

Storm-Surge Velocity: Wind-driven water moving at 10-15 mph has tremendous power. A 
single cubic yard of sea water weighs approximately 1,728 pounds—almost a ton—and the 
energy released by the movement of this water can easily erode shorelines and banks and 
undercut pilings and slabs. If pilings and slabs are destroyed or compromised, the affected 
structure becomes more likely to collapse. The effect of large surge-generated waves 
breaking on the coastline can easily sweep away entire structures.

Transportation of Debris: Depending on the velocity of the flow and the ground 
conditions, storm surge can deposit large amounts of sand, sediment and gravel within 
a structure. Surge water that breaches a structure will slow dramatically, potentially 
depositing tons of sediment. Additionally, uprooted trees, pilings, boats, cars and other 
large objects would certainly cause damage if swept up against structures.

Standing Period: After a hurricane passes, the water that has come onshore with the 
storm surge can stand for weeks, unable to escape to the sea because of levees or other 
structural barriers such as raised railroad tracks. New Orleans, after Hurricane Katrina, 
was a compelling example of how water can become trapped in low-lying areas, leaving 
behind untold amounts of debris. The general rule is: The longer water stands, the more 
damage it will do. Organic materials start to rot, mortar disintegrates, metals corrode, 
bacteria multiply very swiftly depending on water temperature, and watertight buildings 
come loose of their moorings as a result of the rising ground water. Surge waters can also 
transport particulates and should be expected to be polluted by chemical and/or biological 
substances. If present, these substances tend to seep into the smallest cracks and cavities 
and are deposited there. Later, when the water is removed during remediation, these 
pollutants may remain behind. If present, pollutants can eventually damage or destroy 
materials and expose a homeowner to health risks. The interplay of these factors can result 
in unpredictable and possibly devastating damages for a property owner.
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Storm-Surge Inundation Versus Fresh-Water Flooding
It is important to understand the complexities of geographically localized risk as it pertains 
to FEMA flood zone designations. Wind damage to structures from hurricanes can be greatly 
reduced through homeowner mitigation efforts, and enhancements can be made to building 
codes in hurricane wind-prone areas. But on the contrary, mitigation efforts can often be 
almost useless against the impact of storm surge. Unfortunately, it is easy to understand how 
homeowners may not be aware that if they have homes located outside of designated FEMA 
flood zones they might still be in area susceptible to coastal storm-surge flooding. FEMA 
flood zones define areas at risk for fresh-water flooding, which is an entirely different hazard 
than hurricane-driven storm surge. Extensive areas along both coasts are actually vulnerable 
to storm surge, yet not located within designated FEMA flood zones—and therefore 
homeowners are not required to carry flood insurance.

To illustrate risk exposure for homeowners that are not located in FEMA flood zones, the 
number of homes located in surge inundation zones is compared in Table 1 against those 
located in both surge and FEMA flood zones for each of the 14 metro areas included in this 
report. Since homeowner’s insurance excludes flood losses from either fresh or salt water, 
homeowners who are not located in FEMA flood zones but are in high-risk surge zones have 
not historically considered buying National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) coverage for 
their properties.

Comparing the metro areas in the table below illustrates the significant differences between 
properties found in storm surge and flood inundation zones, surge-only zones and FEMA 
flood-only zones.

Table 1 – Storm-Surge Inundation vs. Fresh-Water Flooding

Metro Areas

Total 
Properties 
Exposed 
to Flood 
or Surge 

Inundation

Total 
Properties 
in a Flood 

Zone and a 
Surge Zone

% of 
Properties 
in Both a 

Flood Zone 
and a Surge 

Zone

Total 
Properties 
Located 
Only in 
a FEMA 

Flood Zone

% of 
Properties 
Located 
Only in 
a FEMA 

Flood Zone

Total 
Properties 
Located 
Only in a 

Surge Zone

% of 
Properties 
Located 
Only in a 

Surge Zone

New York / Northern 
New Jersey / Long Island

463,844 139,557 30.1% 8,589 1.9% 315,698 68.1%

Virginia Beach, VA 291,607 38,344 13.1% 1,025 0.4% 252,238 86.5%

tampa, FL 291,430 106,622 36.6% 7,826 2.7% 176,982 60.7%

New orleans, LA 281,342 158,557 56.4% 2,600 0.9% 120,185 42.7%

Miami, FL 274,873 116,698 42.5% 45,460 16.5% 112,715 41.0%

houston, tX 189,295 39,398 20.8% 11,295 6.0% 138,602 73.2%

Cape Coral, FL 174,286 70,266 40.3% 1,772 1.0% 102,248 58.7%

Jacksonville, FL 133,331 18,143 13.6% 5,850 4.4% 109,338 82.0%

Bradenton, FL 128,760 36,525 28.4% 1,931 1.5% 90,304 70.1%

Philadelphia, PA 106,588 13,456 12.6% 5,157 4.8% 87,975 82.5%

Charleston, SC 83,491 45,433 54.4% 3,935 4.7% 34,123 40.9%

Boston, MA 74,709 16,760 22.4% 3,381 4.5% 54,568 73.0%

Corpus Christi, tX 50,986 7,292 14.3% 5,067 9.9% 38,627 75.8%

Mobile, AL 27,174 7,168 26.4% 1,393 5.1% 18,613 68.5%
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Residential Loss Estimates 
for the Entire United States
Identifying the location of storm-surge risk and correlating that risk to real property 
locations is the first step to understanding and accurately evaluating the potential for 
storm-surge damage in the U.S. In-depth CoreLogic analysis reveals storm surge has the 
potential to cause tremendous property loss, resulting in billions of dollars of damage to 
homes not only throughout the commonly known southern coastal states, but as far north 
as New York City and Boston as well. To help identify risk levels for residential properties 
situated along the U.S. Gulf and Atlantic Coasts, CoreLogic defines surge risk groups by the 
categories of hurricanes that could inundate a single property in that area. For example, 
an extreme-risk property would be in danger of being inundated by all five categories of a 
hurricane. Properties at very high risk could be flooded by Category 2-5 storms, high risk 
could face storm surge flooding from Categories 3-5, moderate from Category 4-5 and low 
only from a Category 5 (the storm that would reach the farthest inland).  

Results of the 2012 CoreLogic storm surge analysis as shown in Table 2 indicate that just 
over four million single-family residences in the U.S. are currently at risk of hurricane-driven 
storm surge. The worst-case scenario would be inundation from a Category 5 hurricane 
in the Gulf, a Category 5 for the Atlantic states south of Maryland and a Category 4 (the 
maximum possible) for Delaware and north along the Atlantic Coast. The most vulnerable 
or extreme-risk properties are those located closest to the coast that would be inundated at 
various levels of surge for any category of storm. More than one million properties and more 
than $222 billion in residential structural value fall into this risk category.

Table 2 – Residential Exposure by Storm Category For The Entire U.S.

Storm Surge Risk Level
Total Properties  

Potentially Affected
Total Estimated  
Structure Value

Extreme 1,033,048 $222,274,517,594 

Very high 839,441 $159,752,053,302

high 894,254 $149,944,670,019

Moderate 751,877 $126,390,697,360

Low 503,978 $51,939,250,557

Total 4,022,598 $710,301,188,832

Source: CoreLogic, 2012. Based on estimated property values as of May 15, 2012.

 
Note: Property and structure value totals are based on all homes that could be damaged from hurricane-driven storm 
surge. this is not meant to infer that a single storm or storms in a single hurricane season will result in these damage 
totals. this list provides a table of all single-family homes that are susceptible to storm-surge damage and the present 
combined value of those properties. A single storm will vary in the number of homes affected and the structure value is 
based on a number of factors, including the severity of the storm and the location of landfall.
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Atlantic Coast Gulf Coast

The value of all structures in the U.S. that could potentially be damaged by Category 5 (or 
Category 4 in the Northeast) hurricane-driven storm surge exceeds $700 billion. That total 
amount is an indication of the potential number of all homes susceptible to a maximum 
storm-surge event. This is not to suggest that all of these properties will be affected, since 
there is no likelihood that a single storm or even a single storm season will damage or 
destroy every susceptible home. Lower category hurricane surge events will generate less 
total damage, but as the table indicates, all properties with the potential for damage from 
Category 1-4 storms still total more than $500 billion in structural value.
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Storm-Surge Risk Along the Atlantic and Gulf Coasts
States along the Gulf Coast and southern Atlantic Coast are most frequently the target of 
hurricanes and the associated storm-surge damage, which tends to reinforce the incorrect 
presumption that those living in the northeastern states are safely located outside of a 
risk zone. As Hurricane Irene clearly demonstrated in the summer of 2011, the northern 
Atlantic states cannot be overlooked—even in instances where the severity of the hurricane 
doesn’t appear to be tremendous. Even a Category 1 storm can cause property damage in 
the billions along the northeastern Atlantic seaboard and force major metropolitan areas 
to shut down or evacuate. 

Table 3 – Residential Exposure by Region Along the Atlantic and Gulf Coasts

Source: CoreLogic, 2012. Based on estimated property values as of May 15, 2012.

 
The degree of susceptibility to storm surge varies between the Atlantic and Gulf coasts. 
Atmospheric and oceanic conditions conducive to the formation and track of the storm, as 
well as the bathymetry, onshore elevation and other “impact factors” can all contribute to 
the level of surge that may develop. As indicated in Table 3, the total number of properties 
at risk along the Atlantic Coast, from the southern tip of Florida through Maine, is only 
slightly higher than the number of properties potentially affected in the Gulf Coast region, 
which extends from Texas through the Gulf Coast of Florida. However, according to the 
most recent valuation information available, the total value of the structures along the 
Atlantic Coast is more than double the value of at-risk properties in the Gulf region.

Table 3 also indicates the number of homes and the total exposure to storm-surge damage 
in each of the risk categories for both the Atlantic and Gulf regions. The extreme and low 
risk categories include similar numbers of homes when comparing the two regions, with 
the very high through moderate categories skewed towards the Atlantic Coast. It is clear 
that the home values at risk are disproportionately higher in the Atlantic region in all 
risk categories, due to a combination of more homes, and in some places, higher average 
home values that coincide with large metropolitan areas that dominate the central and 
northeastern shoreline.

Region Extreme Very High High Moderate Low Total

Atlantic 
Properties 
(Potential)

532,338 519,192 502,908 420,188 250,048 2,224,674

Atlantic 
Structure 
Exposure 
(Estimated)

$151,334,018,529 $124,529,503,719 $113,555,849,123 $97,807801,553 $31,160,375,483 $518,387,548,407

Gulf 
Properties 
(Potential)

500,710 320,249 391,346 331,689 253,930 1,797,924

Gulf 
Structure 
Damage 
Exposure 
(Estimated)

$70,940,499,065 $35,222,549,583 $36,388,820,896 $28,582,895,807 $20,778,875,074 $191,913,640,425
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Storm-Surge Risk by State
The more than four million properties vulnerable to storm-surge risk within the Atlantic 
and Gulf coastal areas are located across 19 different states and the District of Columbia, 
with varying concentrations of population and distributions of risk depending on the 
footprint of coastal land within each state. Given their extensive coastlines, Florida and 
Texas are ranked at and near the top of the list as far as the total number of properties 
potentially exposed (Table 4). While Louisiana and New Jersey have a slightly smaller area 
of linear coastline, the risk of impact from a storm surge is not proportionally reduced due 
to relatively low elevation extending inland from the coast. States with little actual coast 
exposure, such as Alabama and Mississippi, or with a coast that rises abruptly to higher 
elevations, such as Maine, tend to have fewer properties at risk.

The total number of properties in each individual risk category also varies from state to 
state. Some states, such as Florida, Louisiana and South Carolina, have more properties 
in the extreme-risk category than in any of the other individual risk classes. This is 
an indication that a Category 1 storm could result in tremendous damage from storm 
surge due to the large number of homes vulnerable to lower levels of surge. Geographic 
characteristics of the coast, the location of the properties on or near the ocean or a 
waterway and a lack of natural or man-made barriers are the most common factors that 
result in a higher number of at-risk properties in these states.

Table 4 – Potential Properties at Risk of Storm Surge Damage by State

Source: CoreLogic, 2012.

Rank State Extreme Very High High Moderate Low Total

1 Florida 348,367 230,945 312,130 206,852 281,085 1,379,379

2 Louisiana 210,159 60,806 82,303 82,141 61,665 497,074

3 texas 30,665 58,427 91,686 95,286 77,520 353,584

4 New Jersey 75,314 137,957 64,376 68,388 N/A 346,035

5 Virginia 66,544 83,739 74,515 61,111 19,577 305,486

6 New York 81,078 64,196 75,725 60,501 N/A 281,500

7 North Carolina 48,164 35,180 29,968 25,597 23,346 162,255

8 South Carolina 56,957 29,711 32,061 23,365 17,142 159,236

9 Massachusetts 21,770 29,301 33,774 27,351 N/A 112,196

10 Georgia 26,557 35,612 17,406 12,785 5,735 98,095

11 Maryland 30,131 24,434 18,358 23,687 15 96,625

12 Mississippi 7,360 13,925 21,610 19,948 7,490 70,333

13 Connecticut 10,374 10,712 10,745 14,481 N/A 46,312

14 Delaware 8,894 8,272 9,783 10,300 N/A 37,249

15 Alabama 2,847 6,723 5,454 7,078 10,403 32,505

16 Rhode Island 4,638 4,645 5,144 5,819 N/A 20,246

17 Pennsylvania 246 2,108 4,414 3,147 N/A 9,915

18 Maine 1,946 1,176 3,125 2,865 N/A 9,112

19 New hampshire 1,037 1,572 1,651 951 N/A 5,211

20 Washington D.C. N/A N/A 26 224 N/A 250

Total 1,033,048 839,441 894,254 751,877 503,978 4,022,598
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The total value of the properties in each risk category is 
identified in Table 5 by state. As might be expected, in 
most cases the degree of exposure is strongly tied to the 
total number of properties. For example, our analysis shows 
that Florida tops the list with the highest total property 
value susceptible to storm surge, as it also has the highest 
total number of properties at risk. It’s important to note, 
however, that a smaller number of properties at risk does 
not necessarily equate to low property exposure in every 
state. This is most evident among northeastern states 
like New York, New Jersey and Virginia, which have fewer 
properties at risk compared to Texas or Louisiana, yet they 
have higher total property value. This is representative of 
varying levels of home values by market, trends in primary 
residence and vacation home buying and population 
density in different parts of the country. The values of 
coastal homes along the northeast coast are relatively 
higher than in other areas.

Rank State Extreme Very High High Moderate Low Total

1 Florida $64,646,779,587 $32,232,680,618 $38,862,968,852 $23,579,458,046 $29,140,806,310 $188,462,693,413

2 New York $35,128,036,406 $24,446,085,139 $28,849,595,471 $22,588,248537 N/A $111,011,965,553

3 New Jersey $22,601,229,263 $36,276,251,229 $16,622,100,475 $20,021,088,417 N/A $95,520,669,384

4 Virginia $11,311,646,410 $12,656,724841 $11,579,842,880 $9,664,169,910 $3,527,115,749 $48,739,499,790

5 Louisiana $26,477,086,173 $4,483,556,341 $3,803,137,210 $3,532,897,121 $2,962,094,646 $41,258,771,491

6 Massachusetts $7,761,235,023 $9,983,555,712 $11,276,723,510 $9,298,680,856 N/A $38,320,195,101

7 texas $3,916,381,749 $4,888,354,591 $8,847,986,328 $9,921,155,752 $7,759,347,963 $35,333,226,383

8 South Carolina $16,283,941,003 $6,464,300,994 $5,670,028,884 $4,106,603,156 $2,517,458,541 $35,042,332,578

9 North Carolina $9,736,155,785 $6,679,519,507 $5,769,565,122 $4,369,021,861 $4,071,776,289 $30,626,038,564

10 Maryland $8,983,837,253 $7,416,095,914 $5,118,337,155 $5,992,555,137 $1,792,850 $27,512,618,309

11 Connecticut $5,278,706,310 $4,198,469,446 $3,848,777,722 $4,791,453,080 N/A $18,117406,558

12 Georgia $5,087,649,770 $4,226,756,680 $1,966,886,646 $1,445,844,216 $527,236,510 $13,254,373,822

13 Delaware $2,069,493,600 $1,798,599,222 $2,158,202,900 $1,886,351,425 N/A $7,912,647,147

14 Mississippi $744,205,807 $1,193,792,048 $1,689,680,349 $1,458,635,752 $534,915,697 $5,621,229,653

15 Rhode Island $1,331,720,640 $1,286,710,767 $1,385,663,041 $1,491,497,596 N/A $5,495,592,044

16 Alabama $344,996,000 $726,032,000 $539,149,100 $711,744,810 $896,706,000 $3,218,627,910

17 Maine $364,430,585 $242,778,942 $700,477,420 $665,055,832 N/A $1,972,742,779

18 Pennsylvania $24,131,496 $237,613,144 $754,372,043 $506,874,370 N/A $1,522,991,053

19 New hampshire $182,854,733 $314,176,167 $492,398,033 $261,095,967 N/A $1,250,524,900

20 Washington D.C. N/A N/A $8,776,880 $98,265,520 N/A $107,042,400

Total $222,274,517,594 $159,752,053,302 $149,944,670,019 $126,390,697,360 $51,939,250,557 $710,301,188,832

Source: CoreLogic, 2012. Based on estimated property values as of May 15, 2012.

U.S. Coastal States

Table 5 – Total Potential Exposure to Storm-Surge Damage by State
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Storm-Surge Risk in Major Metropolitan Areas (CBSA’s)
The metropolitan areas used in this analysis represent Core Based Statistical Areas (CBSA). 
A CBSA is defined by the Office of Management and Budget as an urban center and all the 
adjacent regions that are tied to that center. As such, the cities identified are the primary 
urban centers, but each may contain additional urban areas. Two of the top five and five 
of the top 20 most densely populated cities in the U.S. are located along either the Gulf 
or Atlantic Coasts.7 As Table 6 indicates, the 10 cities that have the highest total financial 
exposure to potential storm-surge damage are home to more than two million properties, 
with total property value at risk exceeding $420 billion. The New York City metro area 
contains both the highest number of properties and, as might be expected, the highest 
exposure both in total and average value per property at risk. 

Table 6 – Storm-Surge Risk for the Top 10 U.S. Metropolitan Areas

Rank
Metropolitan  

Area

Total Properties 
Potentially Affected 

by All Categories  
of Hurricane

Total Structural 
Value

Average  
Value

1 New York, NY 455,255 $168,070,185,834 $369,178

2 Virginia Beach, VA 290,522 $46,020,134,284 $158,405

3 Miami, FL 229,413 $42,674,254,427 $186,015

4 New orleans, LA 276,930 $38,690,939,229 $139,714

5 tampa, FL 283,603 $28,887,406,535 $101,859

6 Boston, MA 71,328 $23,279,728,965 $326,376

7 houston, tX 178,000 $19,784,418,775 $111,148

8 Cape Coral, FL 172,513 $19,623,515,300 $113,751

9 Jacksonville, FL 127,481 $18,372,979,757 $144,123

10 Charleston, NC 79,556 $17,287,678,966 $217,302

Total 2,164,601 $422,691,242,072

Source: CoreLogic, 2012. Based on estimated property values as of May 15, 2012.

Some metro areas in the northern Atlantic region, from Delaware to Maine, do not have 
any properties that fall into the low-risk category, as CoreLogic follows the scientific 
consensus that a Category 5 hurricane is not capable of developing in that area. That does 
not diminish, however, the impact a lesser-category storm surge could have in the region. 
As Table 7 illustrates, the surge generated from a Category 1-4 storm in this region could 
impact nearly 120,000 homes. Hurricane Irene in 2011, for example, had degenerated 
to a tropical storm before it even touched the New York metro region, which limited the 
amount of damage to residential structures, but still dramatically impacted the city as a 
result of the storm surge. Hundreds of thousands of people were forced to evacuate while 
the Metropolitan Transportation Authority (MTA) in New York City—the nation’s largest 
mass transit system—was reported to have been entirely shut down and unable to assist 
in the evacuation. All subway, bus, and commuter rail transportation in the city was halted 
to make way for the emergency plan that was intended to protect the public from the 
potential damage associated with the approaching storm. Since that plan was focused on 
traditional hurricane risk (i.e. wind and rain), city officials were unable to implement an 
evacuation for those in the path of storm surge.

7 NoAA: National ocean Service, Population trends Along the Coastal United States: 1980-2008.
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Another major metro area worth noting is New Orleans, because it possesses the most 
homes located in the extreme-risk category with more than 195,000 properties which 
appear to be at risk. Hurricane Katrina will remain a harsh reminder for future generations 
of the immense damage that can result not just from hurricane wind and rain, but from 
hurricane-driven storm surge.

 
In addition to the number of homes at risk in the event a storm surge occurs, the value of 
these properties is outlined in Table 8. Again, the New York metro area heads the list in 
terms of damage caused by storm surge from hurricanes, with more than $168 billion in 
estimated potential damage. 

CoreLogic analysis shows that just behind New York are the metro areas of Virginia 
Beach, Miami and New Orleans, which range from $10 billion to more than $26 billion in 
potential exposure to damage from surge waves driven by a hurricane of any size. 

Rank Metropolitan Area Extreme Very High High Moderate Low Total

1 New York, NY 119,312 126,303 107,309 102,331 N/A 455,255

2 Virginia Beach, VA 59,042 84,234 71,004 57,424 18,818 290,522

3 tampa, FL 70,198 54,321 64,996 52,832 41,256 283,603

4 New orleans, LA 195,834 26,838 23,573 17,543 13,142 276,930

5 Miami, FL 51,259 23,478 62,812 29,593 62,271 229,413

6 houston, tX 15,999 19,618 45,796 57,789 38,798 178,000

7 Cape Coral, FL 70,936 35,564 40,094 15,593 10,326 172,513

8 Jacksonville, FL 13,411 11,793 39,574 20,151 42,552 127,481

9 Bradenton, FL 14,585 22,503 39,339 26,408 23,993 126,828

10 Philadelphia, PA 8,747 42,858 26,656 23,170 N/A 101,431

Rank Metropolitan Area Extreme Very High High Moderate Low Total

1 New York, NY $48,064,953,474 $44,359,840,876 $38,638,738,019 $37,006,653,465 N/A $168,070,185,834

2 Virginia Beach, VA $10,029,968,947 $12,696,390,479 $10,994,169,015 $8,820,382,487 $3,479,223,356 $46,020,134,284

3 Miami, FL $15,773,685,280 $4,281,412,322 $8,851,878,993 $5,285,049,505 $8,482,228,327 $42,674,254,427

4 New orleans, LA $26,299,658621 $4,137,478,060 $3,227,082,446 $2,648,115,679 $2,378,604,423 $38,690,939,229

5 tampa, FL $9,190,092,506 $5,682,292,065 $5,905,328,741 $4,635,040,195 $3,474,653,028 $28,887,406,535

6 Boston, MA $2,959,837,038 $6,919,646,913 $7,792,862,818 $5,607,382,196 N/A $23,279,728,965

7 houston, tX $1,928,941,437 $1,796,358,907 $4,695,569,735 $6,699,089,351 $4,664,459,354 $19,784,418,775

8 Cape Coral, FL $9,409,795,115 $3,755,793,041 $4,502,134,065 $1,464,800,707 $490,992,372 $19,623,515,300

9 Jacksonville, FL $3,050,661,581 $2,016,112,697 $6,165,714,442 $2,293,450,285 $4,847,040,752 $18,372,979,757

10 Charleston, SC $7,667,546,735 $3,673,455,690 $2,408,027,070 $2,083,588,670 $1,455,060,801 $17,287,678,966

Table 7 – Top 10 Metropolitan Areas by Number of Potential Properties Affected/Risk Level

Table 8 – Top 10 Metropolitan Areas by Structure Value/Risk Level

Source: CoreLogic, 2012.

Source: CoreLogic, 2012. Based on estimated property values as of May 15, 2012.
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New York / Northern New Jersey / Long Island
In preparing this report, CoreLogic followed the consensus among the scientific community 
that a Category 5 storm would not be sustainable off the coast of New York due to the 
cooler waters of the Atlantic. At the same time, the analysis indicates that a Category 4 
storm, while still potentially rare, is possible and would generate significant damage to 
the New York metropolitan area if it made landfall. The storm surge from a Category 4 
hurricane hitting New York City and Long Island, which are home to some of New York 
state’s wealthiest residences, could cause damage of nearly $168 billion to the more than 
455,000 residential properties that are at risk of storm-surge impact. Even if the hurricane 
is only a Category 1 storm, it could still cause total property damage of $48 billion and 
affect more than 119,000 residential properties in the metro area. 

Based on the analysis, residential areas that could be most affected by a storm surge 
include Beach Haven, West Islip, Massapequa, Riverhead, and a portion of Brooklyn. 

Residential Exposure by Storm Category

Storm Surge Risk Level
Total Properties  

Potentially Affected
Total Estimated  
Structure Value

Extreme 119,312 $48,064,953,474 

Very high 126,303 $44,359,840,876 

high 107,309 $38,638,738,019 

Moderate 102,331 $37,006,653,465 

Low N/A N/A 

Totals 455,255 $168,070,185,834

Source: CoreLogic, 2012. Based on estimated property values as of May 15, 2012.

Top 10 Areas Affected by Category 4 Maximum Storm

Rank ZIP Code - Area Name
Properties 

Potentially Affected
Total Estimated 
Structure Value

1 08008 - BEACh hAVEN, NJ 13,538 $5,779,812,400 

2 11795 - WESt ISLIP, NY 4,859 $5,659,825,175 

3 11758 - MASSAPEQUA, NY 8,482 $5,457,451,492 

4 11901 - RIVERhEAD, NY 2,190 $4,994,020,625 

5 11234 - BRooKLYN, NY 10,518 $4,226,824,042 

6 08742 - PoINt PLEASANt BEACh, NJ 9,365 $3,574,350,360 

7 11706 - BAY ShoRE, NY 2,777 $3,440,586,475 

8 11730 - EASt ISLIP, NY 3,066 $3,186,492,575 

9 08753 - toMS RIVER, NJ 10,053 $2,791,830,800 

10 11229 - BRooKLYN, NY 6,171 $2,268,627,539 

Source: CoreLogic, 2012. Based on estimated property values as of May 15, 2012.

HISTORICAL  
HURRICANE IMPACT

Long Island was hit with a 

Category 3 hurricane in the 

fall of 1938. “the Great New 

England hurricane of 1938”, 

also known as the “Long Island 

Express Storm”, drove storm 

surge along the Long Island 

coastline between 10- to 12-

feet high, ultimately causing 

$308 million in damage at the 

time. the area was then hit 

again only a few years later 

by another Category 3 storm 

called the “Great Atlantic 

hurricane of 1944”. this 

hurricane not only struck the 

coastline of Long Island, but 

moved north to Rhode Island 

and ultimately made landfall as 

a Category 2 in Maine, causing 

a total of $100 million in 

damage throughout the areas. 

In 1954, hurricane Carol hit the 

coast of Long Island as a very 

fast-moving Category 3. Most 

recently, hurricane Irene in the 

summer of 2011 gave insight 

into the damage that even a 

weak storm could cause. News 

reports at the time suggested 

that even though it had been 

downgraded to a tropical 

storm as it passed through 

New Jersey and New York 

City, the impact of Irene was 

still estimated to be as much 

as $6 billion.8 Economic losses 

mounted swiftly as businesses 

shuttered, the New York City 

mass transit system came to 

a sudden halt and emergency 

response teams were called into 

action to prepare for the worst. 

Long Island Regional Storm Surge Risk

NoRthEAStERN AtLANtIC

Only In
Flood
1.9%

In Flood
and Surge

30%

Only In
Surge
68.1%

8 NoAA: National hurricane Center, 
tropical Cyclone Report, hurricane 
Irene, 2011.
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Boston, MA
Much like the New York area, it is unlikely that a Category 5 storm would strike Boston 
due to the cooler Atlantic water, so this report does not provide any data connected to a 
Category 5 storm. However, CoreLogic research suggests that more than 71,000 properties 
in the Boston metro area are susceptible to a Category 4 storm making landfall in the city, 
with these homes valued at more than $23 billion. Even a Category 1 storm could generate 
surge that could affect more than 10,000 properties worth more than $2.9 billion.

Residential Exposure by Storm Category

Storm Surge Risk Level
Total Properties  

Potentially Affected
Total Estimated  
Structure Value

Extreme 10,491 $2,959,837,038 

Very high 21,268 $6,919,646,913 

high 23,553 $7,792,862,818 

Moderate 16,016 $5,607,382,196 

Low N/A N/A 

Totals 71,328 $23,279,728,965

Source: CoreLogic, 2012. Based on estimated property values as of May 15, 2012.

Top 10 Areas Affected by Category 4 Maximum Storm

Rank ZIP Code - Area Name
Properties 

Potentially Affected
Total Estimated 
Structure Value

1 02050 - MARShFIELD, MA 4,569 $938,993,629 

2 02571 - WAREhAM, MA 4,432 $933,819,796 

3 02138 - CAMBRIDGE, MA 917 $918,832,630 

4 02045 - hULL, MA 2,818 $807,330,635 

5 02066 - SCItUAtE, MA 2,418 $786,679,135 

6 01930 - GLoUCEStER, MA 1,890 $719,317,638 

7 02169 - QUINCY, MA 2,933 $700,329,972 

8 02738 - MARIoN, MA 1,577 $685,426,473 

9 02116 - BoStoN, MA 280 $659,835,790 

10 02170 - QUINCY, MA 2,562 $630,478,808

Source: CoreLogic, 2012. Based on estimated property values as of May 15, 2012.

HISTORICAL  
HURRICANE IMPACT

hurricanes in this region, while 

not frequent, have occurred as 

recently as hurricane Bob in 

1991, hurricane Donna in 1960 

and hurricane Carol in 1954. 

All three storms produced 

storm surge that affected 

the New England area, but 

their weakening systems and 

unexpected paths saved Boston 

from serious damage.

Boston Regional Storm Surge Risk

Only In
Flood
4.5%

In Flood
and Surge
22.4%

Only In
Surge
73%
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Philadelphia, PA
Like New York and Boston, CoreLogic has determined that based on extreme unlikelihood, 
no data on a Category 5 storm would be accurate for the Philadelphia area. However, 
CoreLogic data suggests that a Category 4 hurricane is possible and has the potential to 
affect more than 100,000 homes and cause more than $16.3 billion in damage. Even storm 
surge from a Category 1 storm could cause a significant amount of damage, affecting more 
than 8,700 homes and causing $1.4 billion in property damage.

Residential Exposure by Storm Category

Storm Surge Risk Level
Total Properties  

Potentially Affected
Total Estimated  
Structure Value

Extreme 8,747 $1,417,862,696 

Very high 42,858 $5,929,043,490 

high 26,656 $4,844,798,968 

Moderate 23,170 $4,131,288,495 

Low N/A N/A 

Totals 101,431 $16,322,993,649

Source: CoreLogic, 2012. Based on estimated property values as of May 15, 2012.

Top 10 Areas Affected by Category 4 Maximum Storm

Rank ZIP Code - Area Name
Properties 

Potentially Affected
Total Estimated 
Structure Value

1 08075 - RIVERSIDE, NJ 4,817 $1,077,018,974 

2 08108 - CoLLINGSWooD, NJ 3,123 $968,432,000 

3 08070 - PENNSVILLE, NJ 4,540 $824,298,801 

4 08016 - BURLINGtoN, NJ 4,394 $793,036,802 

5 08069 - PENNS GRoVE, NJ 3,689 $661,467,974 

6 08077 - RIVERtoN, NJ 2,228 $584,547,810 

7 08107 - oAKLYN, NJ 3,080 $541,621,400 

8 08096 - WooDBURY, NJ 3,396 $536,766,600 

9 08030 - GLoUCEStER CItY, NJ 4,005 $497,572,000 

10 08079 - SALEM, NJ 2,852 $455,566,315

Source: CoreLogic, 2012. Based on estimated property values as of May 15, 2012.

HISTORICAL  
HURRICANE IMPACT

Although no recent hurricanes 

have made landfall in 

Philadelphia, in 2011 hurricane 

Irene demonstrated that the 

city is not at all immune to the 

damage inflicted by these 

storms. News reports in the 

aftermath of the storm 

indicated that three buildings 

were destroyed, regional rail 

transportation was shut down 

and more than 300,000 area 

residents were without power.9

Philadelphia Regional Storm Surge Risk

NoRthEAStERN AtLANtIC

Only In
Flood
4.8%

In Flood
and Surge

12.6%

Only In
Surge
82.5%

9 NoAA: National hurricane Center, 
tropical Cyclone Report, hurricane 
Irene, 2011.
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Virginia Beach, VA
The Virginia Beach metro area sits on the Atlantic Ocean at the mouth of the Chesapeake 
Bay, which is the largest estuary in the U.S., covering more than 64,000 square miles and 
spanning several states. The Hampton Roads CBSA, which includes Virginia Beach, Norfolk 
and Newport News, is the 36th largest in the country, with a total population of 1,671,683 
according to the 2010 U.S. Census. 

If a Category 5 hurricane were to strike the Virginia Beach area, the potential exposure 
could reach $46 billion worth of residential damage on more than 290,000 properties in 
the area. If the hurricane is only a Category 1 storm, it could still cause area residents total 
property damage of close to $10 billion, impacting over 59,000 homes. 

Residential Exposure by Storm Category

Storm Surge Risk Level
Total Properties  

Potentially Affected
Total Estimated  
Structure Value

Extreme 59,042 $10,029,968,947 

Very high 84,234 $12,696,390,479 

high 71,004 $10,994,169,015 

Moderate 57,424 $8,820,382,487 

Low 18,818 $3,479,223,356 

Totals 290,522 $46,020,134,284

Source: CoreLogic, 2012. Based on estimated property values as of May 15, 2012.

Top 10 Areas Affected by Category 5 (Extreme) Storm Rank

Rank ZIP Code - Area Name
Properties 

Potentially Affected
Total Estimated 
Structure Value

1 23456 - VIRGINIA BEACh, VA 15,404 $2,938,554,000 

2 23322 - ChESAPEAKE, VA 13,508 $2,669,253,700 

3 23464 - VIRGINIA BEACh, VA 16,351 $2,313,187,000 

4 23452 - VIRGINIA BEACh, VA 14,302 $1,891,023,918 

5 23454 - VIRGINIA BEACh, VA 11,197 $1,842,503,405 

6 23669 - hAMPtoN, VA 12,069 $1,710,872,290 

7 23666 - hAMPtoN, VA 10,810 $1,645,273,000 

8 23320 - ChESAPEAKE, VA 9,053 $1,593,053,500 

9 23321 - ChESAPEAKE, VA 9,016 $1,529,943,400 

10 27927 - CoRoLLA, NC 3,975 $1,528,197,352

Source: CoreLogic, 2012. Based on estimated property values as of May 15, 2012.

HISTORICAL  
HURRICANE IMPACT

the last time Virginia 

experienced a significant 

amount of hurricane damage 

was from hurricane Floyd in 

1999. Floyd drove storm surge 

waves to reach between nine 

and 10 feet, with total damages 

of $30–40 million caused by 

flooding from rain, surge and 

hurricane-spawned tornados.

Virginia Beach Regional Storm Surge Risk

Only In
Flood
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In Flood
and Surge

13.1%

Only In
Surge
86.5%
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Miami, FL
The Miami to Palm Beach area is uniquely situated to be impacted from hurricanes traveling 
from three different directions—a direct hit from the Atlantic Ocean, an indirect hit from 
a Gulf hurricane passing over the Florida Peninsula and, in the worst-case scenario, a coast-
parallel hurricane moving up the shoreline, directly impacting the entire metro region. 

If a Category 5 hurricane hits the greater Miami area, property damage could be up to $43 
billion and could affect more than 229,000 properties. A Category 1 storm could cause area 
residents total property damage of nearly $15.8 billion, impacting nearly 52,000 homes. 

In a Category 5 hurricane, portions of Miami and Jupiter, along with West Palm Beach, 
would be susceptible to sustaining the most damage, in an amount estimated to be in excess 
of $9.1 billion. 

Residential Exposure by Storm Category

Storm Surge Risk Level
Total Properties  

Potentially Affected
Total Estimated  
Structure Value

Extreme 51,259 $15,773,685,280 

Very high 23,478 $4,281,412,322 

high 62,812 $8,851,878,993 

Moderate 29,593 $5,285,049,505 

Low 62,271 $8,482,228,327 

Totals 229,413 $42,674,254,427

Source: CoreLogic, 2012. Based on estimated property values as of May 15, 2012.

Top 10 Areas Affected by Category 5 (Extreme) Storm Rank

Rank ZIP Code - Area Name
Properties 

Potentially Affected
Total Estimated 
Structure Value

1 33156 - MIAMI, FL 6,526 $2,481,246,970 

2 33157 - MIAMI, FL 15,999 $2,176,382,600 

3 33410 - WESt PALM BEACh, FL 7,428 $1,607,258,242 

4 33458 - JUPItER, FL 9,548 $1,566,100,986 

5 33477 - JUPItER, FL 3,090 $1,366,609,938 

6 33480 - PALM BEACh, FL 2,036 $1,325,366,918 

7 33143 - MIAMI, FL 2,505 $1,309,850,021 

8 33176 - MIAMI, FL 7,770 $1,281,191,393 

9 33308 - FoRt LAUDERDALE, FL 4,973 $1,257,809,150 

10 33301 - FoRt LAUDERDALE, FL 2,576 $1,135,627,545

Source: CoreLogic, 2012. Based on estimated property values as of May 15, 2012.

HISTORICAL  
HURRICANE IMPACT

the Great Miami hurricane 

of 1926 hit downtown Miami 

Beach and downtown Miami as 

a Category 4. the storm surge 

was reported to be up to 15 

feet. With every building in the 

downtown district damaged 

or destroyed, property loss 

at the time was estimated 

to be $100 million. Local 

residents experienced deadly 

destruction again in 1992 when 

hurricane Andrew struck Miami. 

Significant loss of life and 

property in the wake of Andrew 

led to widespread changes 

to building codes throughout 

the area.10 Code requirements 

for thicker plywood, impact-

resistant glass and truss 

tie-downs were implemented 

in order to reduce structural 

damage from future storms.

Miami Regional Storm Surge Risk

Only In
Flood
16.5%

In Flood
and Surge
42.5%

Only In
Surge
41%

10 the Florida Catastrophic Storm 
Risk Management Center. the 
Capitalization of Stricter Building 
Codes in Miami, Fla., 2009.
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Charleston, SC
A Category 5 hurricane hitting Charleston, which is home to some of the nation’s most 
historic neighborhoods, could affect more than 79,000 residences and cause a total of 
$17.2 billion in property damage. In comparison, a Category 1 storm could cause area 
residents total property damage of nearly $8 billion. 

Residential areas that CoreLogic estimates could be the worst affected would include Johns 
Island and portions of Mount Pleasant and Charleston. 

Residential Exposure by Storm Category

Storm Surge Risk Level
Total Properties  

Potentially Affected
Total Estimated  
Structure Value

Extreme 29,576 $7,667,546,735 

Very high 15,865 $3,673,455,690 

high 13,042 $2,408,027,070 

Moderate 11,161 $2,083,588,670 

Low 9,912 $1,455,060,801 

Totals 79,556 $17,287,678,966

Source: CoreLogic, 2012. Based on estimated property values as of May 15, 2012.

Top 10 Areas Affected by Category 5 (Extreme) Storm Rank

Rank ZIP Code - Area Name
Properties 

Potentially Affected
Total Estimated 
Structure Value

1 29455 - JohNS ISLAND, SC 6,696 $2,957,736,000 

2 29464 - MoUNt PLEASANt, SC 12,492 $2,853,918,200 

3 29466 - MoUNt PLEASANt, SC 7,445 $1,848,287,700 

4 29412 - ChARLEStoN, SC 11,531 $1,775,371,700 

5 29407 - ChARLEStoN, SC 9,380 $1,299,926,500 

6 29492 - ChARLEStoN, SC 3,534 $1,160,797,300 

7 29451 - ISLE oF PALMS, SC 3,034 $970,080,000 

8 29401 - ChARLEStoN, SC 1,577 $890,766,900 

9 29414 - ChARLEStoN, SC 4,982 $731,065,760 

10 29403 - ChARLEStoN, SC 3,468 $585,212,500

Source: CoreLogic, 2012. Based on estimated property values as of May 15, 2012.

HISTORICAL  
HURRICANE IMPACT

hurricanes have long been a 

major threat to the Charleston 

area. the most notable storm, 

hurricane hugo, hit the area 

in 1989 and caused severe 

destruction in downtown 

Charleston and surrounding 

suburbs, as well as in nearby 

Myrtle Beach. Storm surge from 

hugo inundated the coastline 

surrounding Charleston with 

tides reaching 20 feet in the 

areas between Cape Romain 

and Bulls Bay. total damages 

for the state of South Carolina 

were estimated to be $4.2 

billion and hugo was one of 

the most damaging hurricanes 

recorded at that time.

Charleston Regional Storm Surge Risk
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Jacksonville Regional Storm Surge Risk

Jacksonville, FL
A Category 5 hurricane striking the Jacksonville area could cause up to $18.3 billion in 
damage and could affect more than 127,000 properties. A Category 1 storm could cause 
total property damages of more than $3 billion, and affect more than 13,000 homes. 

In the event a Category 5 hurricane occurs, CoreLogic findings indicate five different areas 
could suffer property damage of more than $1 billion. The Ponte Vedra Beach area alone 
could sustain property damages of more than $2.8 billion. 

Residential Exposure by Storm Category

Storm Surge Risk Level
Total Properties  

Potentially Affected
Total Estimated  
Structure Value

Extreme 13,411 $3,050,661,581 

Very high 11,793 $2,016,112,697 

high 39,574 $6,165,714,442 

Moderate 20,151 $2,293,450,285 

Low 42,552 $4,847,040,752 

Totals 127,481 $18,372,979,757

Source: CoreLogic, 2012. Based on estimated property values as of May 15, 2012.

Top 10 Areas Affected by Category 5 (Extreme) Storm Rank

Rank ZIP Code - Area Name
Properties 

Potentially Affected
Total Estimated 
Structure Value

1 32082 - PoNtE VEDRA BEACh, FL 9,902 $2,841,125,031 

2 32034 - FERNANDINA BEACh, FL 10,450 $1,740,800,173 

3 32218 - JACKSoNVILLE, FL 13,130 $1,576,729,938 

4 32225 - JACKSoNVILLE, FL 6,086 $1,275,270,736 

5 32250 - JACKSoNVILLE BEACh, FL 7,469 $1,098,231,936 

6 32210 - JACKSoNVILLE, FL 5,932 $999,792,309 

7 32205 - JACKSoNVILLE, FL 9,067 $984,831,563 

8 32233 - AtLANtIC BEACh, FL 6,252 $929,922,385 

9 32208 - JACKSoNVILLE, FL 11,538 $916,046,965 

10 32224 - JACKSoNVILLE, FL 3,791 $712,084,526

Source: CoreLogic, 2012. Based on estimated property values as of May 15, 2012.

HISTORICAL  
HURRICANE IMPACT

Jacksonville is one of the few 

cities on the eastern coast of 

Florida that has been spared 

from the wrath of hurricanes 

over time. the only recorded 

hurricane to ever hit the “First 

Coast” directly was Dora, which 

made landfall on St. Johns 

County on September 10, 1964 

as a Category 1 storm. Dora 

came ashore south of Mayport, 

and her northeast winds sent 

an 8-foot surge into the St. 

Johns River.
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Eastern Gulf
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tampa, FL
A Category 5 hurricane striking the Tampa shoreline on the Gulf of Mexico could cause 
more than$28 billion worth of property damage and inundate more than 283,000 
properties with storm surge. Even a Category 1 hurricane could cause area residents total 
property damage of more than $9 billion, affecting up to 70,000 homes. 

A Category 5 hurricane would most likely affect multiple ZIP codes across a large portion 
of Tampa along with part of Saint Petersburg. 

Residential Exposure by Storm Category

Storm Surge Risk Level
Total Properties  

Potentially Affected
Total Estimated  
Structure Value

Extreme 70,198 $9,190,092,506 

Very high 54,321 $5,682,292,065 

high 64,996 $5,905,328,741 

Moderate 52,832 $4,635,040,195 

Low 41,256 $3,474,653,028 

Totals 283,603 $28,887,406,535

Source: CoreLogic, 2012. Based on estimated property values as of May 15, 2012.

Top 10 Areas Affected by Category 5 (Extreme) Storm Rank

Rank ZIP Code - Area Name
Properties 

Potentially Affected
Total Estimated 
Structure Value

1 33629 - tAMPA, FL 7,756 $1,234,193,136 

2 33626 - tAMPA, FL 5,434 $1,108,319,550 

3 33615 - tAMPA, FL 9,562 $836,701,435 

4 33611 - tAMPA, FL 8,026 $827,750,401 

5 33703 - SAINt PEtERSBURG, FL 8,097 $820,790,674 

6 34685 - PALM hARBoR, FL 3,992 $794,627,952 

7 34655 - NEW PoRt RIChEY, FL 8,085 $791,530,552 

8 34668 - PoRt RIChEY, FL 15,613 $776,196,164 

9 34667 - hUDSoN, FL 10,223 $739,002,445 

10 34689 - tARPoN SPRINGS, FL 6,864 $722,554,519

Source: CoreLogic, 2012. Based on estimated property values as of May 15, 2012.

HISTORICAL  
HURRICANE IMPACT

the first hurricane to make 

landfall directly in tampa was 

in 1921. Known as the tampa 

Bay hurricane of 1921, the 

Category 2 hurricane brought 

storm-surge waves of 10-12 feet, 

causing $10 million in property 

damage at the time. tampa 

was also severely impacted by 

hurricane Andrew in 1992 as it 

crossed the southern peninsula 

of Florida. one of the most 

destructive U.S. hurricanes on 

record, Andrew hammered the 

tampa and Miami areas, causing 

$43.7 billion worth of damage.

tampa Regional Storm Surge Risk
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Cape Coral, FL
The Cape Coral/Fort Myers metropolitan region hosts the largest population between 
Miami and Tampa and is known for having more linear miles of canals than any other city 
in the world. A Category 5 hurricane making landfall in this area could impact as many 
as 172,000 homes and potentially cause damage in excess of $19 billion. A Category 1 
hurricane could cause $9.4 billion in damage and affect a total of 70,000 properties. 

Residential Exposure by Storm Category

Storm Surge Risk Level
Total Properties  

Potentially Affected
Total Estimated  
Structure Value

Extreme 70,936 $9,409,795,115 

Very high 35,564 $3,755,793,041 

high 40,094 $4,502,134,065 

Moderate 15,593 $1,464,800,707 

Low 10,326 $490,992,372 

Totals 172,513 $19,623,515,300

Source: CoreLogic, 2012. Based on estimated property values as of May 15, 2012.

Top 10 Areas Affected by Category 5 (Extreme) Storm Rank

Rank ZIP Code - Area Name
Properties 

Potentially Affected
Total Estimated 
Structure Value

1 34135 - BoNItA SPRINGS, FL 10,999 $1,898,176,747 

2 33914 - CAPE CoRAL, FL 15,311 $1,729,679,174 

3 33908 - FoRt MYERS, FL 8,164 $1,543,319,954 

4 34134 - BoNItA SPRINGS, FL 4,302 $1,293,847,482 

5 33928 - EStERo, FL 7,319 $1,218,010,162 

6 33904 - CAPE CoRAL, FL 12,919 $1,134,843,639 

7 33913 - FoRt MYERS, FL 6,238 $1,014,415,457 

8 33919 - FoRt MYERS, FL 7,496 $916,585,288 

9 33912 - FoRt MYERS, FL 4,300 $910,613,779 

10 33957 - SANIBEL, FL 3,714 $900,251,744

Source: CoreLogic, 2012. Based on estimated property values as of May 15, 2012.

HISTORICAL  
HURRICANE IMPACT

the Cape Coral region 

experienced a Category 

4 hurricane in 2004 when 

hurricane Charley made initial 

landfall in the area before 

moving on to cause $13 billion in 

damage in the state of Florida.

Cape Coral / Fort Myers Regional Storm Surge Risk
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Bradenton, FL
In the event a Category 5 hurricane centered on the Bradenton/Sarasota region, more than 
126,000 properties would be vulnerable to damage with a total value of potentially more than 
$15.8 billion. Surge from a smaller Category 1 storm would also be substantial, potentially 
causing more than $3 billion in damage and affecting as many as 14,500 properties.

Residential Exposure by Storm Category

Storm Surge Risk Level
Total Properties  

Potentially Affected
Total Estimated  
Structure Value

Extreme 14,585 $3,327,662,940 

Very high 22,503 $2,968,312,464 

high 39,339 $4,548,159,533 

Moderate 26,408 $2,780,879,055 

Low 23,993 $2,268,346,955 

Totals 126,828 $15,893,360,947

Source: CoreLogic, 2012. Based on estimated property values as of May 15, 2012.

Top 10 Areas Affected by Category 5 (Extreme) Storm Rank

Rank ZIP Code - Area Name
Properties 

Potentially Affected
Total Estimated 
Structure Value

1 34293 - VENICE, FL 14,898 $1,521,556,700 

2 34238 - SARASotA, FL 5,821 $1,148,081,200 

3 34209 - BRADENtoN, FL 7,436 $1,027,737,913 

4 34275 - NoKoMIS, FL 6,167 $993,605,100 

5 34292 - VENICE, FL 5,165 $821,194,500 

6 34231 - SARASotA, FL 7,445 $783,069,700 

7 34242 - SARASotA, FL 2,736 $739,245,500 

8 34223 - ENGLEWooD, FL 6,163 $731,956,100 

9 34229 - oSPREY, FL 2,962 $725,524,700 

10 34287 - NoRth PoRt, FL 9,059 $650,635,500

Source: CoreLogic, 2012. Based on estimated property values as of May 15, 2012.

HISTORICAL  
HURRICANE IMPACT

the Bradenton metro area 

has no recent history of direct 

hurricane landfall, however, 

nearby tampa Bay has 

experienced several damaging 

hurricanes over the past  

few decades.

Bradenton / Sarasota Regional Storm Surge Risk
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Mobile, AL
A Category 5 hurricane striking the Mobile shoreline on the Gulf of Mexico would 
potentially cause more than $2 billion worth of residential property damage as a result of 
storm surge, possibly affecting more than 25,000 homes. A Category 1 storm could cause 
residents total property damage of over $172 million, affecting over 1,700 homes.

Based on CoreLogic analysis, residential areas of Mobile, Satsuma, Theodore and Dauphin 
Island would appear to be most vulnerable to storm-surge damage. 

Residential Exposure by Storm Category

Storm Surge Risk Level
Total Properties  

Potentially Affected
Total Estimated  
Structure Value

Extreme 1,702 $172,827,000 

Very high 5,419 $530,407,200 

high 4,150 $358,869,900 

Moderate 5,252 $417,535,900 

Low 9,258 $703,308,800 

Totals 25,781 $2,182,948,800

Source: CoreLogic, 2012. Based on estimated property values as of May 15, 2012.

Top 10 Areas Affected by Category 5 (Extreme) Storm Rank

Rank ZIP Code - Area Name
Properties 

Potentially Affected
Total Estimated 
Structure Value

1 36605 - MoBILE, AL 8,316 $536,143,100 

2 36606 - MoBILE, AL 2,882 $240,421,100 

3 36572 - SAtSUMA, AL 1,979 $240,277,300 

4 36582 - thEoDoRE, AL 1,546 $214,583,100 

5 36528 - DAUPhIN ISLAND, AL 1,368 $181,450,600 

6 36604 - MoBILE, AL 1,532 $148,333,000 

7 36693 - MoBILE, AL 520 $97,166,100 

8 36619 - MoBILE, AL 751 $96,240,000 

9 36571 - SARALAND, AL 1,205 $86,301,900 

10 36603 - MoBILE, AL 1,671 $77,582,500

Source: CoreLogic, 2012. Based on estimated property values as of May 15, 2012.

HISTORICAL  
HURRICANE IMPACT
the Mobile metro area has a rich 
history of hurricane activity. In 
1906, 1916 and 1926, three unnamed 
hurricanes created storm surge of 
at least 10 feet along the coast of 
Alabama. In 1950, hurricane Baker, 
a Category 1 storm, came ashore 
on August 30 with gusts up to 115 
mph and produced storm surge that 
reached all the way to the panhandle 
of Florida. In 1969, hurricane Camille, 
one of the most powerful storms in 
U.S. history, produced a record storm 
surge of 24.5 feet above sea level at 
Pass Christian, Mississippi. Alabama 
experienced damage all along U.S. 
highway 90, with 26,000 homes and 
more than 1,000 businesses wiped 
out completely as a result of Camille. 
ten years later on September 12, 
1979, hurricane Frederic passed 
45 miles to the west of Gulf Shores 
as a Category 3. Storm-surge 
damage was reported along 80 
miles of coastline from Mississippi 
to Florida, with tides eight to 12 feet 
above normal. Near total property 
damage occurred along the Alabama 
coastline between Fort Morgan and 
Gulf Shores, the latter seeing 80 
percent of its buildings completely 
destroyed. the causeway linking 
Dauphin Island to the mainland 
was swept away in many areas and 
70 percent of Dauphin Island was 
completely inundated by the storm 
surge from Camille.

More recently, the state of Alabama 
was heavily hit by hurricane Ivan 
in 2004 and Katrina in 2005. In 
2004, Ivan was a very powerful and 
unusual storm. It was the first major 
hurricane on record to form as low 
as 10 degrees latitude. Ivan broke 
several hydrological records and is 
credited with possibly causing the 
largest ocean wave ever recorded, 
a 91-foot wave that reached heights 
of up to 131 feet and the fastest sea-
floor current, at five mph. high surf 
and wind brought extensive damage 
to orange Beach, near the Alabama 
border with Florida. there, two five-
story condominium buildings were 
undermined to the point of collapse 
by Ivan’s storm surge of 14 feet. 
Both were made of steel-reinforced 
concrete. Debris gathered in piles 
along the storm tide, exacerbating 
the damage when the floodwaters 
crashed into homes sitting on pilings. 
In 2005, hurricane Katrina made 
landfall in Louisiana, well to the 
west of Mobile, but the city was still 
affected by a storm surge varying 
from 12 to 16 feet around Mobile Bay, 
with higher waves on top. the surge 
caused significant flooding several 
miles inland along Mobile Bay.

Mobile Regional Storm Surge Risk
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New orleans, LA
A lack of protective coastal topographic irregularities, such as substantial barrier islands 
or hills, along with the Gulf of Mexico’s flat bottom make southern Louisiana especially 
susceptible to storm surge. New Orleans sits mostly below sea level on the east bank of the 
Mississippi River and south of Lake Pontchartrain. 

A Category 5 hurricane striking the New Orleans area would inundate nearly $39 billion 
worth of residences and nearly 277,000 properties with storm surge. If levees are topped 
or fail altogether, as they did in the case of Hurricane Katrina, the water would be trapped 
within these areas and could cause significant additional damage. Even if the hurricane is 
only a Category 1 storm, the storm surge alone could still inundate more than $26 billion 
worth of property and affect more than 195,000 homes. 

Residential Exposure by Storm Category

Storm Surge Risk Level
Total Properties  

Potentially Affected
Total Estimated  
Structure Value

Extreme 195,834 $26,299,658,621 

Very high 26,838 $4,137,478,060 

high 23,573 $3,227,082,446 

Moderate 17,543 $2,648,115,679 

Low 13,142 $2,378,604,423 

Totals 276,930 $38,690,939,229

Source: CoreLogic, 2012. Based on estimated property values as of May 15, 2012.

Top 10 Areas Affected by Category 5 (Extreme) Storm Rank

Rank ZIP Code - Area Name
Properties 

Potentially Affected
Total Estimated 
Structure Value

1 70115 - NEW oRLEANS, LA 7,041 $1,996,036,500 

2 70072 - MARRERo, LA 17,783 $1,910,043,286 

3 70118 - NEW oRLEANS, LA 7,026 $1,848,315,125 

4 70065 - KENNER, LA 12,813 $1,818,485,375 

5 70433 - CoVINGtoN, LA 7,495 $1,633,316,702 

6 70003 - MEtAIRIE, LA 13,566 $1,552,058,362 

7 70005 - MEtAIRIE, LA 7,466 $1,538,853,674 

8 70458 - SLIDELL, LA 12,593 $1,466,570,700 

9 70058 - hARVEY, LA 10,554 $1,287,061,975 

10 70131 - NEW oRLEANS, LA 7,340 $1,283,874,375

Source: CoreLogic, 2012. Based on estimated property values as of May 15, 2012.

HISTORICAL  
HURRICANE IMPACT

In 2005, hurricane Katrina 

battered the New orleans 

metro area, causing a 

monstrous $85.6 billion worth 

of wind, rainfall, and storm-

surge damage with the city 

itself taking the brunt of the 

economic and social damage. 

on Sunday, August 28, a day 

before making landfall, Katrina 

built up strength in the warm 

waters of the Gulf of Mexico 

and achieved Category 5 status 

with sustained winds of about 

160 mph as it approached the 

Gulf Coast. A record 28-foot 

storm surge was projected for 

the New orleans area.

In 2011, six years after Katrina 

pushed the massive surge 

onshore that overtopped 

levees and floodwalls in the 

greater New orleans area, 

the Army Corps of Engineers 

completed raising the area 

levees, rebuilding flood walls 

and creating a massive Lake 

Borgne Surge Barrier. the new 

hurricane and Storm Damage 

Risk Reduction System is 

designed to provide a 100-year 

level of protection for, and 

essentially to withstand, a 

surge created by a Category 

1 to Category 3 hurricane. As 

a result of these changes, the 

area susceptible to storm-

surge damage is reduced, and 

CoreLogic research suggests a 

significant number of properties 

previously located in a storm-

surge zone are no longer in the 

extreme- to high-risk zones.

New orleans Regional Storm Surge Risk
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houston, tX
A Category 5 hurricane hitting the Houston area could cause property damage of more 
than $19 billion to residential properties and nearly 180,000 properties could be 
inundated with storm surge. A Category 1 storm could cause area residents total property 
damage of more than $1.9 billion. 

Residential areas that would appear to be most affected include League City, Galveston, 
portions of Houston, and also La Porte. 

Residential Exposure by Storm Category

Storm Surge Risk Level
Total Properties  

Potentially Affected
Total Estimated  
Structure Value

Extreme 15,999 $1,928,941,437 

Very high 19,618 $1,796,358,907 

high 45,796 $4,695,569,735 

Moderate 57,789 $6,699,089,351 

Low 38,798 $4,664,459,345 

Totals 178,000 $19,784,418,775

Source: CoreLogic, 2012. Based on estimated property values as of May 15, 2012.

Top 10 Areas Affected by Category 5 (Extreme) Storm Rank

Rank ZIP Code - Area Name
Properties 

Potentially Affected
Total Estimated 
Structure Value

1 77573 - LEAGUE CItY, tX 19,921 $2,894,447,935 

2 77554 - GALVEStoN, tX 7,337 $1,306,082,841 

3 77059 - hoUStoN, tX 5,726 $1,229,384,338 

4 77571 - LA PoRtE, tX 10,928 $1,087,718,560 

5 77062 - hoUStoN, tX 7,708 $1,083,242,419 

6 77566 - LAKE JACKSoN, tX 9,066 $1,070,383,346 

7 77586 - SEABRooK, tX 6,446 $1,036,174,311 

8 77539 - DICKINSoN, tX 11,275 $1,031,848,017 

9 77546 - FRIENDSWooD, tX 4,316 $933,401,386 

10 77521 - BAYtoWN, tX 5,756 $584,555,585

Source: CoreLogic, 2012. Based on estimated property values as of May 15, 2012.

HISTORICAL  
HURRICANE IMPACT

the houston-Galveston area 

has had a long history of major 

hurricanes. As far back as 1900, 

Galveston was hit with the 

deadliest natural disaster in U.S. 

history—an unnamed Category 

4 hurricane that inundated the 

entire island with eight- to 15-

foot storm-surge tides. At the 

time, the damage was estimated 

to be more than $30 million.

then in 1983, hurricane Alicia 

struck Galveston and houston 

directly, initially making landfall 

on the western end of Galveston 

Island as a Category 3 storm 

and causing an estimated $2 

billion in damage. Most recently, 

in 2008, hurricane Ike, the 

third costliest hurricane ever to 

make landfall in the U.S., caused 

billions of dollars in property 

damage in the Galveston 

area, wiping some coastal 

properties away completely. 

Ike made landfall as a Category 

2 storm, but had the reported 

storm surge of a Category 5, 

overtopping the 17-foot seawall 

on Galveston Island.

houston Regional Storm Surge Risk
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Corpus Christi, tX
A Category 5 hurricane hitting the Corpus Christi area would expose nearly $5.3 billion 
worth of residential property, affecting nearly 46,000 properties. Even if the hurricane is 
only a Category 1 storm, it could cause Corpus Christi residents total property damage of 
over $786 million, affecting more than 4,800 homes. 

Residential areas that would be most affected by a Category 5 hurricane-driven surge 
include several ZIP codes in the Corpus Christi area along with Rockport. 

Residential Exposure by Storm Category

Storm Surge Risk Level
Total Properties  

Potentially Affected
Total Estimated  
Structure Value

Extreme 4,889 $786,376,888 

Very high 3,049 $332,847,283 

high 8,457 $985,850,837 

Moderate 15,659 $1,763,501,272 

Low 13,865 $1,517,770,379 

Totals 45,919 $5,386,346,659

Source: CoreLogic, 2012. Based on estimated property values as of May 15, 2012.

Top 10 Areas Affected by Category 5 (Extreme) Storm Rank

Rank ZIP Code - Area Name
Properties 

Potentially Affected
Total Estimated 
Structure Value

1 78414 - CoRPUS ChRIStI, tX 8,546 $1,186,135,488 

2 78418 - CoRPUS ChRIStI, tX 7,960 $1,034,988,089 

3 78412 - CoRPUS ChRIStI, tX 8,295 $790,981,698 

4 78413 - CoRPUS ChRIStI, tX 4,859 $656,496,060 

5 78382 - RoCKPoRt, tX 5,722 $602,134,966 

6 78373 - PoRt ARANSAS, tX 1,789 $309,635,879 

7 78362 - INGLESIDE, tX 2,844 $243,955,791 

8 78336 - ARANSAS PASS, tX 2,938 $241,849,523 

9 78411 - CoRPUS ChRIStI, tX 1,170 $166,700,666 

10 78410 - CoRPUS ChRIStI, tX 430 $53,117,019

Source: CoreLogic, 2012. Based on estimated property values as of May 15, 2012.

HISTORICAL  
HURRICANE IMPACT

on September 14, 1919, an 

unnamed hurricane made 

landfall in Corpus Christi, from 

where the eye of the storm 

moved inland, south of the city. 

this storm was the fourth most 

intense and deadly storm of 

the 20th century. tides rose 16 

feet above normal and 287 lives 

were lost. While Corpus Christi 

has not been directly hit by a 

major hurricane in a number of 

years, it is often impacted by 

tropical storms, which can also 

have significant storm surge, 

the latest of which was tropical 

Storm Erin in 2007. As a primary 

home to a number of Gulf of 

Mexico oil refineries and their 

workers, the Corpus Christi area 

was lucky to have avoided most 

of hurricane Ike in 2008, which 

hammered the texas coastline—

in particular Galveston.

Corpus Christi Regional Storm Surge Risk
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Conclusion
Though the extent of the damage caused by Hurricane Irene in the Northeast in 2011 was 
much smaller than initially predicted, the fact that much of the damage was from storm 
surge and not wind or rain, has heightened awareness of storm-surge flooding among 
homeowners, insurance providers, city officials, disaster response teams and other public 
and private sector groups along the Atlantic Coast. As the 2012 CoreLogic Storm Surge 
report has made clear, even a Category 1 hurricane or low-level tropical storm can wreak 
billions of dollars of destruction on cities and states many might have previously assumed 
to be safe from the strong winds and floods of hurricane events. Millions of homes are in 
fact at risk, from Maine to the southernmost tip of Florida, facing hundreds of billions of 
dollars in residential property damage. 

For more information on the data and analytics contained in this report 
or on CoreLogic coastal storm-surge risk products, please contact us at 
hazardrisk@corelogic.com or 855.267.7027.

DISCLAIMERS:
the data in this report represents CoreLogic analysis and interpretation of potential storm surge risk in the 
United States. It is based on publically available information combined with other CoreLogic internal research 
and application of CoreLogic proprietary tools and information. It is not meant as a probabilistic evaluation of 
the potential for a hurricane to occur or to address the risk determination of any particular property. CoreLogic 
recommends that specific analysis be performed at the property level to adequately determine likelihood of 
risks for an individual parcel of land. 

Historic Hurricane Impact Sidebars: throughout the report, sidebars have been included for historical context. 
these sidebars contain the best available information from a variety of sources including scientific evaluation, 
anecdotal evidence, newspaper accounts, and other related information. 
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CoreLogic (NYSE: CLGX) is a leading provider of consumer, financial and property 
information, analytics and services to business and government. The Company combines 
public, contributory and proprietary data to develop predictive decision analytics and 
provide business services that bring dynamic insight and transparency to the markets it 
serves. CoreLogic has built one of the largest and most comprehensive U.S. real estate, 
mortgage application, fraud, and loan performance databases and is a recognized leading 
provider of mortgage and automotive credit reporting, property tax, valuation, flood 
determination, and geospatial analytics and services. More than one million users rely 
on CoreLogic to assess risk, support underwriting, investment and marketing decisions, 
prevent fraud, and improve business performance in their daily operations. The Company, 
headquartered in Santa Ana, Calif., has more than 5,000 employees globally. For more 
information visit www.corelogic.com.


